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After outpacing the rest of the world by more than 170% over the past nine 
years between 2013 and 2021, US equity markets notably lagged the rest of 
the world last year. Despite deeply negative returns across global markets in 
2022, markets outside the US broadly outperformed in both local currency 
and US dollars, even with a persistently strong US dollar. Perhaps this was 
not unsurprising as some positive tailwinds appeared on the horizon late in 
the year, including growing evidence of slowing inflation pressures leading 
some central banks to hint at moderating their pace of interest rate hikes. In 
Asia, China surprised the world in early December with reopening from COVID 
lockdowns, while at the same time Europe seemed to avert an energy crisis by 
benefitting from warmer weather and aggressive steps to control energy usage. 
Lower yields in the US on the back of falling inflation are also contributing to a 
lower dollar, providing further support for markets outside the US, particularly 
emerging markets. While much uncertainty remains around the trajectory of 
global growth for 2023, markets outside the US could be up for a second year 
of outperformance as they are supported by still attractive relative valuations, 
higher dividend yields and more cyclical exposures that could benefit from 
China’s reopening and a less dire outlook for Europe.

Two in a Row?
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Global Asset Allocation: The View From Europe
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 § We trimmed our underweight to stocks on a more balanced outlook following evidence of improving trends, including lower inflation, the 

easing pace of central bank tightening, China reopening and Europe staving off an energy crisis. While risks have moderated, valuations remain 
challenged by expectations for slowing economic and earnings growth ahead.

 § We remain modestly overweight cash relative to bonds, earning attractive yields and providing liquidity should market opportunities arise.
 § Within equities, we are overweight Japan and emerging markets on attractive relative valuations, improving sentiment surrounding China 

reopening and an outlook for a softer US dollar. While the outlook for Europe has improved with the continent dodging higher energy prices due 
to a mild winter, we remain underweight the region after the strong rebound since October.

 § Within fixed income, we remain overweight emerging market debt, where yields still offer reasonable compensation for risks, despite recent 
outperformance. We remain underweight investment grade corporate bonds and neutral high yield, waiting for a potential better entry point when 
the economy slows further.

Portfolio Positioning

Market Themes

In a rare year with both equity and bond markets down by double digits, 
much noise was made about the death of the US traditional 60/40 balanced 
portfolio and the need to include allocations to less correlated sources of 
return. Last year’s high inflation and rising interest rates led to increased 
correlations between stocks and bonds as both fell in unison, leaving bonds 
unable to fulfill their typical role of providing ballast, particularly during risk-off 
periods. Despite correlations between stocks and bonds remaining elevated, 
noise around the death of the 60/40 portfolio has been silenced as strong 
returns in both stocks and bonds have led to a more than 5% return for the 
60/40 in just the first month of the year. The rally in both asset classes has 
been supported by evidence of falling inflation and lower rates. Our analysis 
has shown that, in historical periods like today when inflation is declining from 
elevated levels, correlation between stocks and bonds can remain elevated. 
While perhaps still not providing diversification, if the disinflationary trend 
continues, the two asset classes could perform well, bringing back the 60/40 
portfolio from one of its worst years ever.

I’m Back!
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 § While evidence of slowing inflation and moderating central bank tightening have reduced the probability of a hard economic landing, global 

growth is still expected to slow as tighter financial conditions flow through the global economy. 
 § The US Federal Reserve struck a dovish tone as they acknowledged that inflationary pressures have eased but remain elevated, warranting a 

data-dependent approach in determining the extent of future rate increases. 
 § The European Central Bank (ECB) reaffirmed its commitment to its rate tightening path until inflation moves towards its 2% target. After the surprise 

move of easing yield curve control, the Bank of Japan (BoJ) defied speculation for another policy adjustment amidst decades-high inflation levels.
 § Moderating pressures from higher rates and a stronger US dollar continue to benefit emerging market (EM) economies and offer a reprieve 

for their central banks. While uncertainty remains, sentiment towards China has improved as the country rapidly shifts away from its stringent 
zero-COVID policies, providing a boost to the global economy.

 § Key risks to global markets include central bank missteps, resilient inflation, steeper growth decline resulting in a hard landing and geopolitical tensions.

Market Perspective

As of 31 January 2023

US Equity Performance vs. the Rest of the World1

Past performance and hypothetical performance are not reliable indicators of future performance. Actual performance will vary, perhaps materially, from the 
performance shown. The performance of the hypothetical portfolio does not include fees or costs. If these fees were deducted from the returns shown, the returns would 
be lower.

1 Source: FactSet. References the MSCI U.S. and MSCI All Country World ex U.S. Indices. Figures shown in local currency.
2 Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. References the S&P 500 and Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Indices. Figures shown in US dollars. Please see Additional 
Disclosures for more information about this sourcing information.

10 Years Ended 31 December 2022
Annual Returns of a Hypothetical 60 US Equity/40 US 
Fixed Income Portfolio2

20 Years Ended 31 December 2022
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REGIONAL BACKDROP

Positives Negatives

Europe  § Unusually warm winter has driven energy 
costs lower

 § Fiscal spending is rising

 § Equity valuations remain attractive, despite 
recent rally

 § ECB providing support to periphery nations

 § Elevated inflation

 § Restrictive monetary policy

 § Heightened geopolitical uncertainty

 § Energy supply remains structurally challenged

United 
Kingdom

 § Energy cap will partially offset mortgage and 
energy shocks to household finances 

 § Inflation expectations decreasing to target

 § Lower gas prices mean a shallower recession

 § The UK labour market remains resilient

 § The Bank of England may raise interest rates 
to 4.25%

 § Fiscal consolidation will further weigh on 
demand in 2023

 § A recession and sharp house price declines 
in 2023 appear likely

United 
States

 § Strong corporate and consumer balance sheets 

 § Resilient labour market

 § Monetary tightening close to peak

 § Recession risk remains elevated

 § Still elevated inflation, driven by services

 § Labour supply shortages

 § Deteriorating corporate margins
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Positives Negatives

Japan  § The relative valuation of the Japanese stock 
market versus global peers is very attractive

 § The reflationary story is spreading throughout 
the economy

 § Lower commodity prices and a normalised 
Japanese yen are lowering the inflation impulse

 § Earnings expectations may be prone 
to disappointment if a global recession 
takes place

 § A disorderly exit of the Bank of Japan’s yield 
curve control policy would spark financial 
system volatility

 § A rapid appreciation of the Japanese yen 
would pose difficulties for the export sector

Asia Pacific  
ex‑Japan

 § China’s post-COVID reopening will boost 
economic activity throughout 2023

 § Company valuations also remain undemanding, 
with solid earnings growth forecast over the next 
12 months

 § In Australia, consensus expectations are for 
the Reserve Bank to moderate the pace of 
tightening going forward, reducing the pressure 
on yields rising

 § In China, risk appetite may cool in the short 
term as investors digest the sharp rebound 
since October

 § Foreign investors remain cautious towards 
Chinese assets due to geopolitical risks

 § Australia may avoid an economic recession, 
but an earnings recession is likely in 2023; 
the inflation picture also remains mixed, 
dampening expectations for a clear pivot in 
policy setting

Emerging 
Markets

 § China reopening should provide a strong 
boost to growth in emerging markets 

 § Equity valuations are attractive relative to 
the US

 § Central banks tightening is likely to 
have peaked

 § Exports to developed markets are weakening 
as global growth is slowing

 § Chinese housing concerns remain a 
structural headwind 

 § Geopolitical uncertainty remains elevated

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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EUROPEAN INVESTMENT COMMITTEE POSITIONING As of 31 January 2023

Underweight Neutral Overweight  orMonth‑Over‑Month Change

Change
These views are informed by a subjective assessment of the relative  attractiveness 
of asset classes and subclasses over a 6‑ to 18‑month horizon.
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Stocks remain vulnerable amidst tightening liquidity and an active Fed. However, recent 
developments in Europe and China, alongside easing inflation, have improved the 
near‑term outlook.

Fixed Income
Favouring cash over bonds with inverted yield curves. Global central banks largely still tightening, 
although approaching peak levels as inflation continues to moderate. Credit sectors, such as high 
yield, continue to offer attractive yields and fair spreads with broadly supportive fundamentals.

Region

EQ
UI

TI
ES

US
Near‑term outlook improved as the Fed nears end of its hiking cycle; however, US equities 
remain expensive relative to the rest of the world. US tech giants may also prove to be more 
cyclically sensitive than expected.

Europe  
ex‑UK

Valuations are compelling, and the milder winter has alleviated some pressure from energy 
costs; however, growth remains muted and geopolitical risks are heightened. Sovereign 
debt challenges are elevated as the ECB continues to raise rates.

UK
Brexit adjustments probably exacerbate the effects of supply shortages and the rise in 
energy prices. Uncertainty about the future path of fiscal and monetary policy may lead to 
gilt curve steepening and a weaker British pound.

Japan
Japan has historically cheap valuations, and despite cyclical concerns, it should benefit from 
improving corporate governance and a near‑term boost from reopening. The recent shift in 
monetary policy has helped stabilise the currency.

Developed 
Asia ex‑Japan*

Valuations are attractive relative to the US. Chinese stimulus is supportive. Export‑driven 
economies face challenges because of the global economic slowdown.

Emerging 
Markets 

Valuations and currencies are attractive, and central bank tightening may have peaked. 
Meanwhile, the medium‑term outlook in China has improved with the relaxation of COVID 
restrictions and an increase in stimulus.

Style and Market Capitalisation

Global Growth 
vs. Value†

Relative valuations for value stocks remain attractive while financials are benefitting from 
higher rates and a strong US consumer. Growth stocks face near‑term headwinds as 
consumer spending continues to shift away from stay‑at‑home businesses.

Global Small‑Cap 
vs. Large‑Cap†

Small‑cap stocks offer historically attractive relative valuations, reflecting elevated recession 
concerns and the impact of higher financing costs. However, small‑cap earnings have held 
up reasonably well thus far despite economic headwinds. Higher‑quality bias is warranted.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
* Includes Australia.
† For pairwise decisions in style and market capitalisation, positioning within boxes represents positioning in the first‑mentioned asset class relative to the second 
asset class.
The asset classes across the equity and fixed income markets shown are represented in our multi‑asset portfolios. Certain style and market capitalisation asset 
classes are represented as pairwise decisions as part of our tactical asset allocation framework.
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EUROPEAN INVESTMENT COMMITTEE POSITIONING As of 31 January 2023

Underweight Neutral Overweight  orMonth‑Over‑Month Change

Change
These views are informed by a subjective assessment of the relative  attractiveness of 
asset classes and subclasses over a 6‑ to 18‑month horizon.
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Euro Government 
Bonds 

The ECB should continue rate hiking. Bond supply may increase due to energy 
compensation. High‑quality duration can mitigate some risks given the decreasing likelihood 
of the global economy dodging a recession.

Euro Inflation 
Linked

Inflation is expected to ease with healing supply chains, lower energy prices and a committed 
ECB. The labour market, however, remains tight and China reopening may be inflationary.

Euro 
Investment‑Grade 

(IG) Corporates

Underweight credit risk in expectation of further slowing growth and widening credit spreads, 
particularly in Europe.

US IG Aggregate Scope for rates in Europe to rise more than in the US. However, stronger inflation and 
economic growth are expected in the latter.

Global High Yield
Credit fundamentals remain supportive despite a more challenging economic backdrop.  
Higher yields offer attractive income and a buffer should credit spreads widen. Default rates 
are likely to rise from historically low levels towards longer‑run averages.

EM Dollar 
Sovereigns

Yields are off peak but still look compelling as China reopening supports EM growth and 
boosts sentiment. Peaking central bank tightening and moderating inflation should also 
be supportive.

EM Local 
Currency

EM currencies and local yields remain at attractive levels, as investors remain cautious of 
risks. However, as the Fed slows the pace of interest rate tightening and US dollar strength 
fades, EM currencies may benefit.

EM Corporates
We prefer to overweight sovereigns rather than corporates in emerging markets because 
credit spreads may widen as the global economy slows. We will be looking for a potential 
better entry point to consider overweighting EM corporates.

CU
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EUR vs. USD While the euro seems cheap at present, the likelihood of the European economy slipping into 
recession and the safe‑haven properties of the US dollar could keep prices at these levels.

EUR vs. JPY The yen remains a safe‑haven currency. The valuation of the yen is at an attractive level. Any 
further changes of policy by the BoJ could support the yen.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
The specific securities identified and described are for informational purposes only and do not represent recommendations.
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T. Rowe Price focuses on delivering investment management 
excellence that investors can rely on—now and over the long term. 
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Additional Disclosures

The S&P Index is a product of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, a division of S&P Global, or its affiliates (“SPDJI”) and has been licensed for use by T. Rowe Price. 
Standard & Poor’s® and S&P® are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC, a division of S&P Global (“S&P”); Dow Jones® is a registered 
trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”). This product is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by SPDJI, Dow Jones, S&P, their 
respective affiliates, and none of such parties make any representation regarding the advisability of investing in such product(s) nor do they have any liability for any 
errors, omissions, or interruptions of the S&P Index.

“Bloomberg®” and Bloomberg Indices are service marks of Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates, including Bloomberg Index Services Limited (“BISL”), the 
administrator of the index (collectively, “Bloomberg”) and have been licensed for use for certain purposes by T. Rowe Price. Bloomberg is not affiliated with 
T. Rowe Price, and Bloomberg does not approve, endorse, review, or recommend this product. Bloomberg does not guarantee the timeliness, accurateness, or 
completeness of any data or information relating to this product.

Source: MSCI. MSCI and its affiliates and third party sources and providers (collectively, “MSCI”) makes no express or implied warranties or representations and 
shall have no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data contained herein. The MSCI data may not be further redistributed or used as a basis for other 
indices or any securities or financial products. This report is not approved, reviewed, or produced by MSCI. Historical MSCI data and analysis should not be taken 
as an indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. None of the MSCI data is intended to constitute investment advice or a 
recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such.

Important Information

This material is being furnished for general informational and/or marketing purposes only. This material is being furnished for general informational 
purposes only. The material does not constitute or undertake to give advice of any nature, including fiduciary investment advice, nor is it intended to serve as 
the primary basis for an investment decision. Prospective investors are recommended to seek independent legal, financial and tax advice before making any 
investment decision. T. Rowe Price group of companies including T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. and/or its affiliates receive revenue from T. Rowe Price investment 
products and services. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The value of an investment and any income from it can go down as 
well as up. Investors may get back less than the amount invested.

The material does not constitute a distribution, an offer, an invitation, a personal or general recommendation or solicitation to sell or buy any securities in any 
jurisdiction or to conduct any particular investment activity. The material has not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in any jurisdiction.

Information and opinions presented have been obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable and current; however, we cannot guarantee the sources’ 
accuracy or completeness. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. The views contained herein are as of the date written and are subject 
to change without notice; these views may differ from those of other T. Rowe Price group companies and/or associates. Under no circumstances should the 
material, in whole or in part, be copied or redistributed without consent from T. Rowe Price.

The material is not intended for use by persons in jurisdictions which prohibit or restrict the distribution of the material and in certain countries the material is 
provided upon specific request.  

It is not intended for distribution to retail investors in any jurisdiction.

DIFC—Issued in the Dubai International Financial Centre by T. Rowe Price International Ltd which is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority as a 
Representative Office. For Professional Clients only.

EEA—Unless indicated otherwise this material is issued and approved by T. Rowe Price (Luxembourg) Management S.à r.l. 35 Boulevard du Prince Henri L‑1724 
Luxembourg which is authorised and regulated by the Luxembourg Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier. For Professional Clients only.

Switzerland—Issued in Switzerland by T. Rowe Price (Switzerland) GmbH, Talstrasse 65, 6th Floor, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland. For Qualified Investors only.

UK—This material is issued and approved by T. Rowe Price International Ltd, 60 Queen Victoria Street, London, EC4N 4TZ which is authorised and regulated by 
the UK Financial Conduct Authority. For Professional Clients only.

© 2023 T. Rowe Price. All Rights Reserved. T. ROWE PRICE, INVEST WITH CONFIDENCE, and the Bighorn Sheep design are, collectively and/or apart, 
trademarks of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc.


